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1: Official Tourism Site of Washington DC | www.enganchecubano.com
With clear route names, a simple fare structure and reliable 10 minute headways, the DC Circulator makes it easy and
convenient to travel throughout the District.

Fully indexed, including military and federal features, points of interest, place names and more. This unique
map highlights the historical landmarks of the Capital. It includes the cultural center of the city, The Mall home to the Smithsonian museums and the iconic monuments to Lincoln, Washington, and Jefferson. The map
shows the best shopping, restaurants, and hotels as well as government offices and cultural institutions. Size
when folded is 4 x 9 inches; 9 x 24 inches when unfolded. About the only thing you can have people agree on
concerning Washington DC is that museums are plentiful and admission is free. Washington DC is the
museum showplace of America offering a diverse range of art collections to satisfy the interests of all types of
visitors. Published by the award-winning graphic artist and cartographer Stephen Van Dam, these laminated
pocket maps offer superb detail in a handy pocket-sized format. The maps include shopping information,
subway system information, images of major landmark buildings to help you orient yourself in the city, a
street index, blow-ups of the main city-center tourist area, and much more. VanDam offers three different
formats. Streetsmart is their main line of laminated detailed acordian-folded city maps. American Map
Company edition. City Streets is an all-new city oriented laminated folded map series. The map is the easiest
to read on the market and immediately puts the city at your fingertips. Top attractions for both adults and their
kids are clearly marked and each attraction is accompanied by an iconic photograph and salient information.
Stunning cartography provides essential travel and reference information for both locals and tourists.
Accurate, portable, and durable, City Streets is the only map you need to navigate the big city. American Map
is releasing the brand-new Washington, D. City Streets laminated folding map with a special edition cover to
commemorate the inauguration of our 44th President, Barack Obama. Available for a limited time only, this
map will also feature information about the inauguration inside. Also make sure to check out the American
Map Washington, D. City Map Inaugural Edition- this paper map will also feature President Obama on the
cover, and will only be available for a limited time! Add these reliable and up-to-date maps to your collection
and remember exactly how the city was when this historic event occurred. Insight Guide Maps edition. Expert
recommendations help you visit a museum, shop, or see the sights in the day and paint the town red at night.
Includes major named trails with parking areas, multi-use trails, on-road bike routes, unofficial bike routes and
safety tips.
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2: Walking maps - Washington DC Forum - TripAdvisor
Washington, DC Easy Street Guidemaps An Easy-To-Use Travel Guide to Washington DC [Dale Haviland] on
www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Includes detailed maps of Arlington National
Cemetery, Georgetown, Metrorail, Capital Beltway, beyond Washington and very detailed map of the National Mall with
museums.

Ted Eytan Washington DC is a city full of hustle and bustle that can seem intimidating from afar. Learn
everything you need to know about moving to Washington DC Find a place to live. We want you to find a
place to live that fits your budget and needs. Oh yeah, this is our specialty here at moveBuddha. Settle in and
make friends. Things like car and voter registration and some good resources to find things to do and make
some new friends. Quick DC Snapshot With a population of , residents, DC is the 21st most populated city in
the country as of If you can afford it, living in the seat of power is a thrilling experience. Districts within The
District DC is super diverse but gentrification is on the rise in many areas which has led to a severe increase in
the cost of living in many once affordable areas. The neighborhoods in the DC metro area are divided into
Wards. The closer you are to the White House, the more expensive the rents. Where are people like me living?
How cool is that?! What are commutes like in DC? Driving in DC can be infuriating Washington is notorious
for horrible car traffic. DC drivers spend more than three days out of every caught in traffic. This will save
you from crossing the river bridges, which serve as de-facto bottlenecks for traffic. The roads from Virginia
and Maryland leading into DC have a lot of toll booths. All drivers using the new lanes, except motorcyclists,
will need to have an E-ZPass in order to skip the long waits. Those planning to carpool will need an E-ZPass
Flex, a switchable transponder with a carpool setting. Other workers can take advantage of a pre-tax deduction
from their salaries to pay for transit use. When at all possible, take public transportation, bike or walk.
Metrorail provides train services between 91 stations in Virginia, Maryland, and DC The Metro has six
color-coded lines: You can find out more, including train fares, here. The Metro is also going through a major
reconstruction known as SafeTrack. Uber Pool is a solid, affordable alternative. The Metrobus stops at 11, bus
stops in the DC area. Bus stops are designated with red, white, and blue signs. Go here to find stops, routes,
and discounts on rail-to-bus or bus-to-rail transfers. Biking A lot of people bike to work too. Arlington, Silver
Spring, and Bethesda are just a few of the DC-adjacent suburbs with convenient biking options. The first half
hour of each trip is free, and each additional half hour incurs a fee. But, as with most cities, personal caution
and situational awareness matter a lot more than geography and some nebulous statistic. So, check out the map
to see where the areas with the highest crime density are and do your best to not be wandering around them
past midnight. DC has relatively mild weather for a city in the Eastern United States. Still, as is the case with
the region, the winters get plenty cold and the midsummer months can be very hot. The laundromat situation
in DC can also be pretty spotty. Here are a few of our favorite websites to find apartments. Use the sort
functionality to drill down on your desired number of bedrooms, budget, etc.
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3: THE 10 BEST Washington DC Tours - TripAdvisor
Washington D.C. is one of the country's most visitor-friendly cities. It's easy to get around, the major sights are
concentrated in a wonderfully walkable area, and the city has an enviable.

You must spend time here â€” even locals love wandering around the stately museums and monuments. But
you need to get off the Mall and into D. Even the museums have something to offer; the food court at the
National Museum of the American Indian serves fare from native cultures around the Americas. Whatever you
do, do not waste a meal on those hot dog vendors that line the Mall. Well, according to a study , D. A few tips
for riding Metro: And most important, never stand on the left side of those long Metro escalators. Nearby is
the iconic Iwo Jima memorial ; walk around it to see an optical illusion of the flag going up. The monuments
are open to visitors 24 hours, and touring them in the dark is simultaneously eerie and enchanting. Some
monuments, like the Korean War Veterans Memorial , are arguably more powerful when lit at night, while
others, like the Jefferson Memorial , are far more peaceful without the crowds. You can join a guided tour or
explore on your own; the area is safe, and park rangers are on duty to answer questions until 10 p. Try to time
your visit for a full moon; the white marble buildings are beautiful when washed in moonlight. The right way
to see D. Skip it, or pop in for 5 minutes to check out the giant flag then go do something else, like eat
astronaut ice cream at the Air and Space Museum. A year photography ban was lifted in But if you show up
in D. White House tours are first-come first-served, but you need to request a spot through your member of
Congress at least 21 days in advance you can actually request one up to six months out. The city has
undergone drastic changes in recent years, both in terms of safety and culture. Now you can drink locally
brewed beer at hipster bars in Northeast D. Take in a waterfront concert or baseball game in Southeast. Try
new foodie concepts at a restaurant incubator , sip craft coffee made by former Marines, go Instagram nuts at
the new Renwick Gallery. Even the Mall, whose sights are literally set in stone, is eagerly awaiting a new
addition this fall: House of Cards and Scandal may put D. Scandal is shot in Los Angeles. However, you can
see the locations from some classic TV shows and movies:
4: 10 Things NOT to Do in Washington, D.C. â€“ Fodors Travel Guide
Monuments and memorials, eclectic neighborhoods, true local flavor - Washington, DC is a place unlike any other. It's
your home away from home with free museums and America's front yard. Plan your trip to the nation's capital by
checking out all the things to do, places to eat and ways to stay.

5: 37+ Tips On Moving to Washington DC: Relocation Guide
Washington, DC has one of the safest, cleanest and most efficient transportation systems in the world. Metrorail and
Metrobus are the most convenient ways to get around DC, with Metrobus providing connections for locations not
serviced by Metrorail. The Walter E. Washington Convention Center even.

6: How Do I Get Around Washington, DC? | www.enganchecubano.com
Fun Things to Do in Washington DC - The Ultimate Tourist Guide for Your Trip January 1, By Casey Makovich Leave a
Comment Washington, D.C.'s significant history, world-famous attractions, iconic buildings and landscapes, and variety
of fun things to do, make D.C. a top destination to visit.

7: Insider Guide: Washington DC with Kids | Family Travel | Minitime - MiniTime
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Top Washington DC Tours: See reviews and photos of tours in Washington DC, District of Columbia on TripAdvisor.

8: 3 Ways to Get from Baltimore, MD to Washington DC - wikiHow
From our DC Tourism Guide, with budget advice, travel guides, attraction discounts, and information about local
Washington DC attractions, including alternative transportation with hop-on-hop-off buses.

9: DC Activities This Weekend | Embassy Row Hotel - Attractions in DC | DC Hotel With Pool
Street parking is limited near the most popular attractions in DC. There are plenty of parking garages in the Downtown
area, but many neighborhoods have restricted parking. If you live in DC, you can easily walk, bike and use public
transportation to get around the city.
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